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mobile devices
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Vital evolution of our game-changing rapid triage 
tools in a world where 95% of people access the 
internet through their mobile phones

Mobile Device Triage, available as a feature of Cyacomb Examiner Plus, 
scans Android and iOS mobile devices for known illegal content in a matter 
of seconds. 

Conducting rapid Mobile Device Triage using Contraband Scan, 
known illegal content will be found on suspect devices up to 
100 times faster than traditional file hash technology. With our 
simple-to-use interface, traffic light results that can be reviewed 
on the screen, your time to first evidence while on-scene can be 
reduced from hours to minutes.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM
EMEA/APAC +44 131 608 0195 | US +1 202 660 1869 | sales@cyacomb.com

With Mobile Device Triage feature in Cyacomb Examiner Plus, you will get:

o  Contraband Filter scan for mobile 
devices, which has already helped  
our users catch offenders 

o iOS and Android 
 Contraband Filter scans  

o Up to 100x faster scans 

o The same super simple-to-use, 
 intuitive user interface 

  Simultaneous Contraband Filter  
scans on multiple devices (mobile 
devices and hard drives) 

o Accurate results in seconds to 
 support your decision to seize  

o Previews and report creation, with 
 optional evidential thumbnails 

BOOK DEMOBOOK 21 DAY TRIAL

https://www.cyacomb.com/products/cyacomb-forensics/cyacomb-examiner/
https://www.cyacomb.com/request-a-demo/
https://www.cyacomb.com/cyacomb-examiner-trial/


Purpose built handheld computers that are rugged and portable, 
the combined tools help law enforcement officers to make 
informed decisions on scene.

Cyacomb Contraband Scan  
is also available on 
DATAPILOT 10 devices. 

Conducting rapid Mobile Device Triage 
using Contraband Scan, known illegal 
content will be found on suspect devices 
up to 100 times faster than traditional file 
hash technology. 

With our simple-to-use interface, traffic 
light results that can be reviewed on the 
screen, your time to first evidence while 
on-scene can be reduced from hours to 
minutes.

Additional benefits of DATAPILOT DP10:

  Data slice capability, enabling 
collection of contacts, calls,  
messages, images, files and app data 

o       Mirror evidence directly from the   
target device in real time 

 Create evidence 
 with built-in cameras 

 Powers target devices 

 Optical character recognition search 

 Search and reporting features 

 Works on IOS and Android devices 

www.cyacomb.com

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM
EMEA/APAC +44 131 608 0195 | US +1 202 660 1869 | sales@cyacomb.com

1. Arrive on scene 2. Scan devices 3. Fast results

BOOK DEMO

https://www.cyacomb.com/request-a-demo/

